HELPING DATA HELP YOU
Base your decisions on the best data possible.
myCare Analytics easily facilitates the capture
and examination of crucial data from all areas
of your practice.
Meaningful, real-time data will help your practice
improve medical non-adherence, decrease wait times,
increase regulatory compliance, capture more money
every month, decrease operating costs, collect more
co-pays and deductibles, increase patient load, and
improve interoperability with your EHR.
myCare Analytics helps your practice contribute
to the United States’ Triple Aim of Healthcare—it
gives you information that you can use to save on
operating costs, provide better access to care, and
improve clinical outcomes.
myCare Analytics captures the right data needed to
make the right decisions and achieve your growth goals.

With department-specific,
interactive dashboards,
metrics, indicators, and action
items, you and your staff will
understand what’s going on in
your practice, what you need
to do to improve, and how you
compare to other practices in
the eye care space.
For easy understanding and
quick problem solving, your
dashboard is color-coded;
green indicates where your
practice is performing well,
and red indicates areas
that need your attention.
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THE RIGHT DATA

for the Right
Decisions

myCare Analytics provides you with the data,
analytics, and insights you need to understand
how to best optimize your practice.

myCare Analytics gives you easy-to-read and customizable analytics built according
to your practice needs in the following areas:
Growth Trends—Helps calibrate the
overall growth of the practice across
various parameters including patient
base, revenue base, growth trends by
date, and more.

Operational Efficiency—Offers real time
status core processes including
productivity, resource management,
human resources, staff utilization, devices,
capacity planning, and quality control.

Demographics—Allows you to examine
your patient mix for revenue optimization
and provides valuable insights to grow
your practice.

Operational Compliance—Focuses on
clinical insights which allow you to focus
on patient retention and compliancerelated follow up care.

Get better clinical outcomes with the reliable insights you gain through
myCare Analytics as a result of the following:
•

Real-time data analysis

•

Interactive visual reports to see trends and seasonality of your business

•

Highly responsive and easy-to-navigate dashboards, including both
performance and operational, for a quick glance at your practice analytics

myCare Analytics provides well-designed and insightful metrics based on
different practice KPIs resulting in better decision making for your business.

For more information on myCare Analytics,
call Eye Care Leaders at (855) 685-3292 or visit eyecareleaders.com.

Our Vision: Your Success.

